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About This Content
HOARD: Dynamite Roll! DLC pack is full of new and exciting content that any self-respecting dragon should own! Hours of
new treasure-hoarding joy are included:
9 new maps, including more co-op maps: Team up to break through the arcane defenses of Artillery and keep enemies
at bay in Rampart! Compete for scraps on Splits, and bathe yourself in gold in Giant Problem.
Bomb Wagons: the enterprising villagers have started shipping wagons full of fireworks back and forth. Light their fuse
and use them to blow up enemies…but watch out for your own hide!
Bumper Crops: valuable crops will sometimes grow. Burn them down and collect the cash before they disappear!
Bell-towers: a new town building. Burn it down to reveal a Heal Powerup!
Heal Powerups: instantly regain full health and surprise your enemies!
11 New Achievements that will test your skills as a dragon! Can you take out two knights with a single bomb cart to
earn Simultaneous Attack? Put all that tree burning to good use with Woodburn.
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I expected a bit more of an actual game. It only had 4-6 easy puzzles. I wouldn't recommend this.
あまりオススメはできません。楽しくなかった。. This game is an interesting experiment. Taking place years (maybe centuries) before Vagrant
Hearts 1 and 2, this game tries to show some of the background to those games. Jenko and Julia are two children in a far-off
village who have manifested... powers. Thought of as Wierdlings (which based on the list given later is actually a good term in
comparison), they are treated with respect... and as a way to earn money for the village from travelling tourists.
Unfortunately, word of them has reached a bunch of pirates... who like to kidnap and force Wierdlings to work with them. This is
partly bungled by the appearance of another who is part of an organization dedicated to protecting what she calls "Gifted".
Will you be able to make a place for yourself in the wider world? Giving your kind a place to belong without fear because of your
differences?
Note: This being a Warfare Studios game, it is likely a port of an earlier version. They seem to be bringing their library over to
Steam slowly.. Never. Please. VALVE, I WANT MY MONEY BACK.. This is a fun game but it does take a little strategy to start
off. once you get going though it becomes an interesting challenge that will make you waste hours of free time without you
realizing.. Shopkeeping aspect is incredibly lackluster. Dungeon crawling seemed like the part they wanted to have in the first place
but the merchant part seems tacked on. Or if not, they didn't do too well on it. Recettear, which is a much older game has brilliant
shopkeep-customer interactions with haggling and such. And the combat is pretty much like Zelda. Which is not a problem, but when
most of the aspects of the game aren't unique or outstanding, it leaves a stale taste in my mouth when the combat itself is pretty
much another game that is better at doing the combat than this game.
What it needed? Throw out the shopkeeping element because it isn't done well nor is it enjoyable for it bars your dungeon
effectiveness behind upgrades gained through selling items at your shop anyway. Neither the shop nor the dungeon crawling needed
to coexist with one another.
Also, it seems like EVERY indie game is a rogue-lite\/rogue-like of sorts nowadays. It doesn't need to be. If anything, it's getting old
to click on a indie game page and immediately see it's another roguelite that doesn't even resemble Rogue. If I want that, I have
games like Dungeons of Dredmor. If I STILL want a mix of genres with roguelike. Games like Rogue Legacy and Dead Cells do it
so much better.
That is not to say it's bad game. But since we've got a binary rating system on here, I will have to say negatives outweigh the
positives. The game is mediocre. Its negatives are so much more mild than many other games. But mediocrity itself count as a
negative to me when it's a binary rating system. So if you're interested regardless, pick it up on a sale, I doubt you'll be too
disappointed with it. But for me, I'd rather buy another game on sale that I will enjoy for hours on end.. One of the few early
access games that keeps getting continued updates. Great potential. Love having AI companions with their own will. Could almost be
a god game where you can also manage build and of course everyone defends.. I liked what I saw and played assuming it's prealpha, looking forward to see more updates.. I don't recommend this game. Beautiful yet not quite girlish. Challenging yet relaxing.
Just something for a Sunday afternoon :). This game is a disappointment. Stanley Parable is 10 times better than this. (Both are
walkin sim) Graphics downgraded. Very short, predictible. (U probably won't understand the story. Cus i ain't.)
Buy it when it's in a great sale. Like %90-95
I don't refund games so often. But it's a 55 minutes of disappointment.
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This is an excellent little puzzle game which leaves a lot of room for creativity in solving its puzzles. Having seen the demo, I
thought it looked good, but I was honestly was not expecting to enjoy it as much as I did because I feared it would not keep my
attention. I did not anticipate the simple yet clever additional mechanics that would be introduced with each set of levels. The
game gives you just enough of a taste of each mechanic without beating it into the ground or becoming monotonous, yet it
leaves you imagining the types of puzzles that you would be able to construct from them.. Finished the game in about 4 hours,
but I enjoyed every minute. Lots of fun!. That's definitvly one of the best puzzle game I played this year. It looks like Hexcell /
Squarecell games, but way more immersive, thanks to the story and the very neat soundtrack. All levels can be solved by using
pure logic and most of them require a lot of concentration and deduction thinking.

NOT a hacking game
NOT a visual novel
ONLY LOGIC PUZZLES
I spent 12h for 100% completion, if you are familiar with this kind of game count at least 8h, and remember that all levels are
solvable logically in contrary of that some other reviews say.
9/10. Totally recommended. For hardcore puzzles players only.
PS: look at game description in Steam store if you are stuck at starting screen.. If you enjoy deduction, psychological reasoning
and outsmarting your fellow gamer (friends), THIS is the game you should dive into!
Do not expect the (at least) mildly provocative common sense, as you'll find out that varying personal agendas are what makes this
game as fun as the awesome pixel art graphics and fitting atmospheric eargasm-inducing ambient music would suggest.
The community may still be small, but the content size is growing and so will the interest.
Much more is to be expected from this outside-of-the-box game design concept.. The Woodhead Route is not as enjoyable as it
can be with this pack.. Great game so far, simple but of a high quality, at a very fair price.
EDIT: dev is really awesome and listens to playerbase
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